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Good OmensJust Ask!Fear Is Just a Four-Letter WordI Wrote This for You and Only
YouWe've Come To Take You HomeThat's Why I Wrote This SongBad FaithMom, I
Wrote a Book about YouFree of MeWhat You Do Is Who You AreI Wrote a Book
About YouTime to Get ToughThe History and Adventures of the Renowned Don
Quixote,3Grandma I Wrote This Book About YouDevil in the GroveI Wrote This for
YouFree to MoveFahrenheit 451I Wrote This Book for You PAPALove NotesThe Way
I Heard ItHow To Win Friends and Influence PeopleThe Satanic VersesNana I Wrote
This Book about YouI Wrote This Book Because I Love YouWhat We Should Do
When This Is OverWho We Are and How We Got HereI Wrote This for You: Just the
WordsEvery Word You Cannot SayI Wrote This for You: 2007-2017Astro PoetsWe
Learn NothingDad, I Wrote a Book about YouI Wrote You a NoteFelon: PoemsKeep
SharpHow to be Happy: Not a Self-Help Book. Seriously.I Wrote This for You and
Only YouIf I Wrote a Book about You300 Things I Hope

Good Omens
UPDATED with 30 unique prompts and a lot of pages for fun drawings, photos,
stickers or anything. Are you looking for a unique, personalized ,make your own
gift for your papa? Look no further. This one of a kind book has about 30 prompted
fill in the blanks about papa. A few are You are good at _____________ Our favorite
thing to do together is _______________ You taught me how to _____________ And
many more Book size is 8.25 by 6 inches / 20.96 x 15.24 cm. Prompts are fun and
easy to fill by kids. Books are very easy to fill and takes very little time. Once
finished it will be a great memory book for your papa. Father's Day Grandparent's
Day Valentine's Day Appreciation gift for any day Grandpa fill in the blank book
Christmas And for any type of occasions Perfect gift for the perfect papa! Whether
you call you grandfather gramps, grandpa, nonno, papa, papaw, pop or pop pop
we have got you covered .Check out other books.

Just Ask!
Pleasefindthis is the joint work of poet Iain S. Thomas and photographer Jon Ellis.

Fear Is Just a Four-Letter Word
Feeling different, especially as a kid, can be tough. But in the same way that
different types of plants and flowers make a garden more beautiful and enjoyable,
different types of people make our world more vibrant and wonderful. In Just Ask,
United States Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor celebrates the different
abilities kids (and people of all ages) have. Using her own experience as a child
who was diagnosed with diabetes, Justice Sotomayor writes about children with all
sorts of challenges--and looks at the special powers those kids have as well. As the
kids work together to build a community garden, asking questions of each other
along the way, this book encourages readers to do the same- When we come
across someone who is different from us but we're not sure why, all we have to do
is Just Ask.
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I Wrote This for You and Only You
Give Grandma a personalized and unique gift that she will treasure!

We've Come To Take You Home
As Sam's father's condition worsens, her dreams become more frequent - and
more frightening. She realises that what she is experiencing is not a dream, but
someone else's living nightmare

That's Why I Wrote This Song
Central Avenue Publishing is proud to publish another book by the widely
acclaimed poet Iain S. Thomas. As many have noted on various social media
platforms, there have been some issues that have led to the delayed release of
this book. For this, we apologise and hopefully the content of the book will clarify
the circumstances surrounding this delay. We feel we should also point out that
this is not technically a self-help book, but it does contain some poignant prose,
poetry and stories which may or may not lead you to happiness.Mostly, it is the
rather unfortunate chronicle of a man's attempt to write the book he’s promised
his publisher, no matter the cost to his sanity.

Bad Faith
**I know you don’t want to talk sometimes. Sometimes because it hurts and
sometimes because you’re just not supposed to talk about what you want to talk
about. Sometimes it can be hard to say, “this is beautiful,” when no one else can
see what you see. Or, “Here, this is where the pain is.” But some part of you
knows, the truth about the words you cannot say is that they only hurt until you
say them. They only hurt until the person who needs to hear them, hears them.
Because we are human, and the closest we’ve ever come to showing each other
who we really are, and how we love, is with words. So I’m going to try to say to you
here, what I wish you’d say to me too. Please. Listen. We can change things. Here.

Mom, I Wrote a Book about You
From the online phenomenons the Astro Poets comes the first great astrology
primer of the 21st century. Full of insight, advice and humor for every sign in the
zodiac, the Astro Poets' unique brand of astrological flavor has made them Twitter
sensations. Their long-awaited first book is in the grand tradition of Linda
Goodman's Sun Signs, but made for the world we live in today. In these pages the
Astro Poets help you see what's written in the stars and use it to navigate your
friendships, your career, and your very complicated love life. If you've ever
wondered why your Gemini friend won't let you get a word in edge-wise at drinks,
you've come to the right place. When will that Scorpio texting "u up?" at 2AM
finally take the next step in your relationship? (Hint: they won't). Both the perfect
introduction to the twelve signs for the astrological novice, and a resource to
return to for those who already know why their Cancer boyfriend cries during
commercials but need help with their new whacky Libra boss, this is the astrology
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book must-have for the twenty-first century and beyond.

Free of Me
Imagine Creating a Magic Moment for that special person in your life Love. There is
nothing better than having THAT one person in your life who lifts you and makes
the world a better place. That one person who makes your heart race, your knees
weak, and gives you that dazed look in your eyes. They are the One! The challenge
is to how to keep those feelings of WOW alive and excitement and the passion
ablaze. How do you keep the desire for each other strong when the world can be so
busy and distracting? How do you tell them what they mean to you? How do you
keep that feeling alive? The answer is to create ways that pause everything to
allow the two of you to focus completely on each other To find and build those
critical moments where the two of youn exclaim to each other, "You Are My
Everything." "Love Notes" is the perfect way to uniquely tell your Person, "I Love
You." Sixty beautiful pages, each one different than the other. Each page has a
guided prompt to help you use your own words to tell them, as only You can what
you want Your Person to hear. Romantic and fun, "Love Notes" is the perfect and
unique way to tell them what they mean to you. 5 inches by 8 inches in size makes
it easy to tuck away as a surprise for them to find or as a creative and personal
substitute for a greeting card. Each page is different than the other, making each
Love Note as special as your feelings for them. The guided prompts make it simple
to express yourself. It's your book to them, so make it as romantic or mushy or as
sexy as you want. Imagine the look on their face and the feelings in their heart
when they read your Love Notes! Perfect for Anniversaries, Birthdays, Valentines
Days, Special Dates, or simply because You Want to Tell Them How You Feel. Love
Notes is the perfect way for you to remind them that they are Your Person.

What You Do Is Who You Are
Begun in 2007, this collection of poetic reflections "focuses on a different facet of
life, love, loss, beginnings and endings."--Publisher description.

I Wrote a Book About You
Give Nana a personalized and unique gift that she will treasure! This Fill In The
Blank Book makes it easy to show Nana how much the grandkids love her! Simply
fill in the prompts on the right side pages. The left side pages have a nice border
and can be left blank or used for photos, drawings or whatever you like.What a
great gift! These prompts make it quick and easy to create your own unique book
about nana! Prompts like: I love it when we ___________________ The funniest thing
you do is _________________ The best thing about you is __________________ You are
such a good ___________________ You love it when I ____________________ Generally
this will take less than an hour to fill in and nana will really appreciate it that you
made such a unique gift about her! This Fill In The Blank Book for Nana is the
perfect gift for: Nana's Birthday Mother's Day Christmas Gift Grandparent's Day
Gift for Nana from grandkids of all ages Gift for Nana from adult son or daughter
Get well soon gift Thinking of you gift Gift for nana for any occasion This book is
available for Mom,Mama, Mum, Grandma, Gran and Nana! Click the Bella Mom
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Press Author Page link above to see all the different versions. Order Today! Nana
will love it!

Time to Get Tough
When Jesus said, “Suffer the children,” faith healing is not what he had in mind

The History and Adventures of the Renowned Don Quixote,3
Grandma I Wrote This Book About You
Simple text follows the path of a wayward note as each animal, Turtle, Duck,
Spider, and many more, find it and use it for their own purposes.

Devil in the Grove
"I need you to understand something. I wrote this for you. I wrote this for you and
only you. Everyone else who reads it, doesn't get it." The follow-up to the
international #1 bestselling collection of prose and photography, I Wrote This For
You And Only is the third book in the I Wrote This For You series and gathers
together the very best entries in the project from 2011 to 2015. Started in 2007, I
Wrote This For You is an internationally acclaimed exploration of hauntingly
beautiful words, photography and emotion that's unique to each person that reads
it.

I Wrote This for You
*A People Top 10 Book of 2018* The New York Times essayist and author of We
Learn Nothing, Tim Kreider trains his singular power of observation on his (often
befuddling) relationships with women. Psychologists have told him he’s a
psychologist. Philosophers have told him he’s a philosopher. Religious groups have
invited him to speak. He had a cult following as a cartoonist. But, above all else,
Tim Kreider is an essayist—one whose deft prose, uncanny observations, dark
humor, and emotional vulnerability have earned him deserved comparisons to
David Sedaris, Sarah Vowell, and the late David Foster Wallace (who was himself a
fan of Kreider’s humor). “Beautifully written, with just enough humor to balance his
spikiness” (Booklist), I Wrote This Book Because I Love You focuses Tim’s unique
perception and wit on his relationships with women—romantic, platonic, and the
murky in-between. He talks about his difficulty finding lasting love and seeks to
understand his commitment issues by tracking down the John Hopkins psychologist
who tested him for a groundbreaking study on attachment when he was a toddler.
He talks about his valued female friendships, one of which landed him on a circus
train bound for Mexico. He talks about his time teaching young women at an
upstate New York college, and the profound lessons they wound up teaching him.
And in a hugely popular essay that originally appeared in The New York Times, he
talks about his nineteen-year-old cat, wondering if it’s the most enduring
relationship he’ll ever have. “In a style reminiscent of Orwell, E.B. White and David
Sedaris” (The New York Times Book Review), each of these pieces is
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“heartbreaking, brutal, and hilarious” (Judd Apatow), and collectively they cement
Kreider’s place among the best essayists working today.

Free to Move
Keep your brain young, healthy, and sharp with this science-driven guide to
protecting your mind from decline by neurosurgeon and CNN chief medical
correspondent Sanjay Gupta. Throughout our life, we look for ways to keep our
mind sharp and effortlessly productive. Now, globetrotting neurosurgeon Dr.
Sanjay Gupta offers insights from top scientists all over the world, whose cuttingedge research can help you heighten and protect brain function and maintain
cognitive health at any age. Keep Sharp debunks common myths about aging and
cognitive decline, explores whether there’s a “best” diet or exercise regimen for
the brain, and explains whether it’s healthier to play video games that test
memory and processing speed, or to engage in more social interaction. Discover
what we can learn from “super-brained” people who are in their eighties and
nineties with no signs of slowing down—and whether there are truly any benefits to
drugs, supplements, and vitamins. Dr. Gupta also addresses brain disease,
particularly Alzheimer’s, answers all your questions about the signs and symptoms,
and shows how to ward against it and stay healthy while caring for a partner in
cognitive decline. He likewise provides you with a personalized twelve-week
program featuring practical strategies to strengthen your brain every day. Keep
Sharp is the only owner’s manual you’ll need to keep your brain young and healthy
regardless of your age!

Fahrenheit 451
We live in a culture that's all about self, becoming the best "me" I can be instead of
becoming like Jesus. This me-centered message affects every area of our lives--our
friendships, our marriages, even our faith--and it breaks each one in different
ways. The self-focused life robs our joy, shrinks our souls, and is the reason we
never quite break free of insecurity. In this book, Sharon Hodde Miller invites us
into a bigger, Jesus-centered vision--one that restores our freedom and inspires us
to live for more. She helps readers - identify the secret source of insecurity understand how self-focus sabotages seven areas of our lives - learn four practical
steps for focusing on God and others - experience freedom from the burden of selffocus Anyone yearning for a purpose bigger than "project me" will cherish this
paradigm-shifting message of true fulfillment.

I Wrote This Book for You PAPA
From the first female real estate broker on Million Dollar Listing LA, a no-bullshit
guide to analyzing big egos, deflecting power plays, and taking control of any
room. Behind Tracy Tutor's entertaining on-screen persona is an uncanny knack for
projecting confidence in the most intimidating of circumstances. The breezy, toughtalking, utterly inimitable LA real estate broker has rivaled her male co-stars to
land increasingly high-profile deals. Now Tracy is leveraging her years of
experience to write the go-to manual for women who struggle to convince people
they're in charge. The first step in Tracy's system for confidence is to figure out
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what people want and how they operate. From there, simply push the right levers
of influence. Through candid, hilarious stories of her rise through the maledominated world of high-end real estate (text message screen shots from creeps
included ), Tracy offers a crash course in the psychology of power dynamics and
social signaling. You'll walk away knowing: - What five things you should always
find out about someone before you're in a room with them - How to communicate
confidence with any outfit, even if you're dressing on a budget - The different types
of humor you can use to lighten up and empower yourself in any meeting This
book is a must-read for any ambitious woman who wants to learn not only how to
be in important rooms but how to run them.

Love Notes
I Wrote This For You: Just The Words presents twice the number of entries with
over 400 works from the internationally acclaimed poetry and photography project;
including several new and never before seen poems. While focusing on the words
from the project, new photography launches each section which speaks to the
reader's journey through the world: Love Found, Being In Love, Love Lost, Hope,
Despair, Living and Dying.

The Way I Heard It
Devil in the Grove, winner of the Pulitzer Prize for general nonfiction, is a gripping
true story of racism, murder, rape, and the law. It brings to light one of the most
dramatic court cases in American history, and offers a rare and revealing portrait
of Thurgood Marshall that the world has never seen before. As Isabel Wilkerson’s
The Warmth of Other Suns did for the story of America’s black migration, Gilbert
King’s Devil in the Grove does for this great untold story of American legal history,
a dangerous and uncertain case from the days immediately before Brown v. Board
of Education in which the young civil rights attorney Marshall risked his life to
defend a boy slated for the electric chair—saving him, against all odds, from being
sentenced to death for a crime he did not commit.

How To Win Friends and Influence People
Winner of the 2019 NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work in Poetry
Finalist for the 2019 Los Angeles Times Book Prize in Poetry A searing volume by a
poet whose work conveys "the visceral effect that prison has on identity" (Michiko
Kakutani, New York Times). Felon tells the story of the effects of incarceration in
fierce, dazzling poems—canvassing a wide range of emotions and experiences
through homelessness, underemployment, love, drug abuse, domestic violence,
fatherhood, and grace—and, in doing so, creates a travelogue for an imagined life.
Reginald Dwayne Betts confronts the funk of postincarceration existence and
examines prison not as a static space, but as a force that enacts pressure
throughout a person’s life. The poems move between traditional and newfound
forms with power and agility—from revolutionary found poems created by
redacting court documents to the astonishing crown of sonnets that serves as the
volume’s radiant conclusion. Drawing inspiration from lawsuits filed on behalf of
the incarcerated, the redaction poems focus on the ways we exploit and erase the
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poor and imprisoned from public consciousness. Traditionally, redaction erases
what is top secret; in Felon, Betts redacts what is superfluous, bringing into focus
the profound failures of the criminal justice system and the inadequacy of the
labels it generates. Challenging the complexities of language, Betts animates what
it means to be a "felon."

The Satanic Verses
From bestselling author, Susanne Gervay, comes a coming-of-age story about an
all-girl rock band in search of love, life and independence. Girls, boys, music - great
mix! And who hasn't dreamed of being in a rock band? And what could be better
than hooking up with your besties and forming an all-girl band. that's what Pip,
Irina, Karen and Angie did when they formed their band Not Perfect. these are four
different girls lead very different lives, but when they come together and play, they
are as one. these girls rock. Bestselling author Susanne Gervay wrote tHAt'S WHY I
WROtE tHIS SONG, and her musician daughter tory wrote the lyrics. the book
explores the lives of four very different teenage girls and their relationships with
their fathers, boys and each other. All this is set around the music scene and the
girls' passion for and involvement with it, from rock concerts, weekend music
festivals and the girls' own band. A recording of two songs by tory is available to
download from Susanne Gervay's website. Ages 13+

Nana I Wrote This Book about You
From tiger fierce to snail slow, there are lots of ways to feel and be. A walk through
the menagerie of Tiger Days helps young readers see all the feelings they have
and the ways those feelings change.

I Wrote This Book Because I Love You
I wrote a book about you. (No, really. I did. Youre holding it.)

What We Should Do When This Is Over
Ballot box voting is often considered the essence of political freedom. But, it has
two major shortcomings: individual voters have little chance of making a
difference, and they also face strong incentives to remain ignorant about the
issues at stake. "Voting with your feet," however, avoids both of these pitfalls and
offers a wider range of choices. In Free to Move, Ilya Somin explains how
broadening opportunities for foot voting can greatly enhance political liberty for
millions of people around the world. People can vote with their feet by making
decisions about whether to immigrate, where to live within a federal system, and
what to purchase or support in the private sector. These three areas are rarely
considered together, but Somin explains how they have major common virtues and
can be mutually reinforcing. He contends that all forms of foot voting should be
expanded and shows how both domestic constitutions and international law can be
structured to increase opportunities for foot voting while mitigating possible
downsides. Somin addresses a variety of common objections to expanded
migration rights, including claims that the "self-determination" of natives requires
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giving them the power to exclude migrants, and arguments that migration is likely
to have harmful side effects, such as undermining political institutions,
overburdening the welfare state, increasing crime and terrorism, and spreading
undesirable cultural values. While these objections are usually directed at
international migration, Somin shows how a consistent commitment to such
theories would also justify severe restrictions on domestic freedom of movement.
That implication is an additional reason to be skeptical of these rationales for
exclusion. By making a systematic case for a more open world, Free to Move
challenges conventional wisdom on both the left and the right.

Who We Are and How We Got Here
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Executive producer and host Mike Rowe presents a
delightfully entertaining, seriously fascinating collection of his favorite episodes
from America’s #1 short-form podcast, The Way I Heard It, along with a host of
personal memories, ruminations, and insights. It’s a captivating must-read. The
Way I Heard It presents thirty-five mysteries “for the curious mind with a short
attention span.” Every one is a trueish tale about someone you know, filled with
facts that you don’t. Movie stars, presidents, bloody do-gooders, and
villains—they’re all here, waiting to shake your hand, hoping you’ll remember
them. Delivered with Mike’s signature blend of charm, wit, and ingenuity, their
stories are part of a larger mosaic—a memoir full of surprising revelations, sharp
observations, and intimate, behind-the-scenes moments drawn from Mike’s own
remarkable life and career.

I Wrote This for You: Just the Words
Michael J. Coles, the cofounder of the Great American Cookie Company and the
former CEO of Caribou Coffee, did not follow a conventional path into business. He
does not have an Ivy League pedigree or an MBA from a top-ten business school.
He grew up poor, starting work at the age of thirteen. He had many false starts and
painful defeats, but Coles has a habit of defying expectations. His life and career
have been about turning obstacles into opportunities, tragedies into triumphs, and
poverty into philanthropy. In Time to Get Tough, Coles explains how he started a
$100-million company with only $8,000, overcame a near-fatal motorcycle
accident, ran for the U.S. Congress, and set three transcontinental cycling world
records. His story also offers a firsthand perspective on the business, political, and
philanthropic climate in the last quarter of the twentieth century and serves as an
important case study for anyone interested in overcoming a seemingly
insurmountable challenge. Readers will also discover practical leadership lessons
and unconventional ways of approaching business.

Every Word You Cannot Say
You can go after the job you want—and get it! You can take the job you have—and
improve it! You can take any situation—and make it work for you! Dale Carnegie’s
rock-solid, time-tested advice has carried countless people up the ladder of
success in their business and personal lives. One of the most groundbreaking and
timeless bestsellers of all time, How to Win Friends & Influence People will teach
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you: -Six ways to make people like you -Twelve ways to win people to your way of
thinking -Nine ways to change people without arousing resentment And much
more! Achieve your maximum potential—a must-read for the twenty-first century
with more than 15 million copies sold!

I Wrote This for You: 2007-2017
A mother imagines how she would convey her love for her child if she were to write
a book about their relationship.

Astro Poets
An old man and a young boy lead a normal life, until everything changes and
they're forced to adapt to a new reality. At night, they play a game where they
dream of what they will do when the world goes back to normal.

We Learn Nothing
A New York Times political cartoonist and writer presents a collection of his most
popular essays and drawings about life and government hypocrisy, exploring the
darkly comic aspects of such topics as falling in love with unlikeable people,
managing a friend with outspoken political views and reacting to a long
acquaintance's sex-change operation. By the creator of The Pain--When Will It End?

Dad, I Wrote a Book about You
Ben Horowitz, a leading venture capitalist, modern management expert, and New
York Times bestselling author, combines lessons both from history and from
modern organizational practice with practical and often surprising advice to help
executives build cultures that can weather both good and bad times. Ben Horowitz
has long been fascinated by history, and particularly by how people behave
differently than you’d expect. The time and circumstances in which they were
raised often shapes them—yet a few leaders have managed to shape their times.
In What You Do Is Who You Are, he turns his attention to a question crucial to
every organization: how do you create and sustain the culture you want? To
Horowitz, culture is how a company makes decisions. It is the set of assumptions
employees use to resolve everyday problems: should I stay at the Red Roof Inn, or
the Four Seasons? Should we discuss the color of this product for five minutes or
thirty hours? If culture is not purposeful, it will be an accident or a mistake. What
You Do Is Who You Are explains how to make your culture purposeful by
spotlighting four models of leadership and culture-building—the leader of the only
successful slave revolt, Haiti’s Toussaint Louverture; the Samurai, who ruled Japan
for seven hundred years and shaped modern Japanese culture; Genghis Khan, who
built the world’s largest empire; and Shaka Senghor, a man convicted of murder
who ran the most formidable prison gang in the yard and ultimately transformed
prison culture. Horowitz connects these leadership examples to modern casestudies, including how Louverture’s cultural techniques were applied (or should
have been) by Reed Hastings at Netflix, Travis Kalanick at Uber, and Hillary
Clinton, and how Genghis Khan’s vision of cultural inclusiveness has parallels in the
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work of Don Thompson, the first African-American CEO of McDonalds, and of
Maggie Wilderotter, the CEO who led Frontier Communications. Horowitz then
offers guidance to help any company understand its own strategy and build a
successful culture. What You Do Is Who You Are is a journey through culture, from
ancient to modern. Along the way, it answers a question fundamental to any
organization: who are we? How do people talk about us when we’re not around?
How do we treat our customers? Are we there for people in a pinch? Can we be
trusted? Who you are is not the values you list on the wall. It’s not what you say in
company-wide meeting. It’s not your marketing campaign. It’s not even what you
believe. Who you are is what you do. This book aims to help you do the things you
need to become the kind of leader you want to be—and others want to follow.

I Wrote You a Note
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who
dares to read. Depicts a future world in which all printed reading material is
burned.

Felon: Poems
The classic collaboration from the internationally bestselling authors Neil Gaiman
and Terry Pratchett, soon to be an original series starring Michael Sheen and David
Tennant. “Good Omens . . . is something like what would have happened if Thomas
Pynchon, Tom Robbins and Don DeLillo had collaborated. Lots of literary
inventiveness in the plotting and chunks of very good writing and characterization.
It’s a wow. It would make one hell of a movie. Or a heavenly one. Take your
pick.”—Washington Post According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes
Nutter, Witch (the world's only completely accurate book of prophecies, written in
1655, before she exploded), the world will end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in
fact. Just before dinner. So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, Atlantis is
rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring. Everything appears to be going
according to Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy angel and a fast-living
demon—both of whom have lived amongst Earth's mortals since The Beginning
and have grown rather fond of the lifestyle—are not actually looking forward to the
coming Rapture. And someone seems to have misplaced the Antichrist . . .

Keep Sharp
From Iain S. Thomas, the creator of I Wrote This For You, and artist Carla Kreuser
comes a collection of 300 things they truly and sincerely hope for you: from
wishing you always have a pen, to hoping you're never lonely, and everything inbetween. This collection of inspiring prose and illustrations will move you, and
remind you of what's important in life as you live it. Or, that's what they hope.

How to be Happy: Not a Self-Help Book. Seriously.
The explosion of a jetliner over India triggers an Apocalyptic battle that sweeps
across the subcontinent. Reprint.
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I Wrote This for You and Only You
Ten years ago, I started writing this for you. I wrote it for you and only you. Since
then, millions of other people have read it, but none have understood it the way
you understand it. I set out to find you a long time ago and today, I'm so glad I
finally have. Thank you for reading these words.

If I Wrote a Book about You
David Reich describes how the revolution in the ability to sequence ancient DNA
has changed our understanding of the deep human past. This book tells the
emerging story of our often surprising ancestry - the extraordinary ancient
migrations and mixtures of populations that have made us who we are.

300 Things I Hope
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